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Loud are the bells of Norwich and the people come and go.
Here by the tower of Julian, I tell them what I know.

Ring out, bells of Norwich, and let the winter come and go
All shall be well again, I know.

Love, like the yellow daffodil, is coming through the snow.
Love, like the yellow daffodil, is Lord of all I know.

Ring out, bells of Norwich, and let the winter come and go
All shall be well again, I know.

Ring for the yellow daffodil, the flower in the snow.
Ring for the yellow daffodil, and tell them what I know.

Ring out, bells of Norwich, and let the winter come and go
All shall be well again, I know.

All shall be well, I'm telling you, let the winter come and go
All shall be well again, I know.

Sydney Carter
Julian lived at about the time of Chaucer. She was a hermit and a mystic and she lived in a cell in what 

is now the Chapel of Julian in Norwich. According to differing sources, Julian spoke to her God in a 
vision, asking why evil was necessary in the world. The answer she got was that it was indeed 

necessary, but that "All will be well; all manner of things shall be well." 
That, then, became her message, and she apparently brought peace to the troubles of her area at one 

time by repeating that message.



Programme and Notices 

Sunday Services 

6th March - Alastair Moodie, ‘Jesus of Galilee: Zealot or Patriot’, at 7pm on Zoom 

13th March - Maciej Granat and Kerr Jamieson, an hour on the theme of music, at 11am on Zoom

20th March - Lesley Hartley, ‘Get Back to Nature for Your Well-being’, at 7pm on Zoom

27th March - Lyanne Mitchell, ‘Perspectives on Motherhood’, at 11am in the Church - our first in 
Church service since Omicron hit - all are warmly invited to attend! 

Wednesday Meetings at 7pm

2nd March - we will continue discussion of the issues raised by Jim Millar’s service about deism, 
rationality, science and religious belief on 27th February, which prompted animated discussion 

9th March - we will meet with Unitarians in Edinburgh on Zoom, who will be joined by Rev. Dr Ann 
Peart to discuss Unitarian women, following on from International Women’s Day 

16th March - discussion of the crisis over Russian invasion of Ukraine (our thoughts and prayers 

are with Ukrainians and Russians and for a swift peaceful resolution 🇺🇦  🕊  🇷🇺  )

23rd March - topic to be arranged 
30th March - Jesus: zealot or pacifist, follow up discussion of Alastair Moodie’s service 6th March

Members who have been concerned about the closure of St Mungo’s Museum of Religious Life 
will be pleased to hear that, following a campaign supported by Interfaith Glasgow, Glasgow City 
Council has committed funds to reopen the much loved institution. 

We are sorry to note the death of long term member, former chairman of Glasgow Unitarian 
Church, and friend Clive Briggs. The funeral was conducted by Roddy Macpherson, with the 
eulogy delivered by Ruth Briggs, at Paisley Woodside Crematorium on Thursday 24th of February. 
More about Clive in the pages below. 

Many GUC regulars will know Jimmie Hastie of the Dundee 
Unitarians — he has been a backbone of that congregation for 
many decades so anyone who visited Dundee services or SUA 
events was sure to have met him — although his quiet and steady 
personality would not attract attention. Jimmie died 31 January, 
aged 75 and his funeral was held at the Dundee Crematorium on 
15 February, the Dundee minister, Rev Rob Whiteman as 
celebrant. Approximately 100 people were there to celebrate 
Jimmie’s life, very well outlined by his son, James in the eulogy. 
John and Barbara Clifford attended, having grown quite close to 
Jimmie over the years. Jimmie was a professional watch repairer, a 
very keen bowls player, and in his younger years, a marathon 
runner. Jimmie was active in the Young People’s League and was 
part of a group of former YPL members who got together annually. 
The Wake was held at his Bowling Club, the members doing the 
catering. Jimmie will be sorely missed, not just by the congregation 
but by members of the Dundee community. 

Rev. John Clifford 
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As a young man, he was a keen cycle-tourist, and he always felt at peace 
in the open air, cycling, hill-walking, camping, canoeing, sailing and 
fishing.  He introduced me to the hills, moors, dales and wolds of his 
beloved Yorkshire, on a tandem.  

He always enjoyed music, particularly the Yorkshire brass bands, and 
though I never heard him, he told me he had learned to play a euphonium.  
As a young man, he played cricket, and had been a football referee.  He 
organised the Doncaster Technical College football team one year.  He 
also enjoyed theatre and amateur dramatics.  This last brought him to an 
exchange of scenery with the Unitarian Players in St Vincent Street, the 
result of which was that the Briggs family joined Glasgow Unitarian 
Church in 1968.

A Quaker work-contact introduced him and his young family to his holiday 
cottage near Tayvallich in Argyll.  Clive built a couple of canoes to 
enhance everyone’s enjoyment, and soon he bought his own holiday 
cottage at Ford, at the southern end of Loch Awe.  DIY and countryside 
pursuits occupied the weekends and holiday time of his growing family.

Amateur dramatics, membership of the New Victory Players and the 
Unitarian Players, made him many friends, and after he retired to the 
countryside near Houston, he joined a writing group in Johnston, where he 
met many more. 

During his final illness, his care was supervised and carried through by 
Alison, our Church Officer.  For Alison, this has been a very demanding 
few months.

The Briggs family joined the Unitarians at Janet’s insistence, because she 
was devastated at the death of their fourth daughter, and needed comfort, 
and answers.  His three daughters, Susan, Ruth and Alison all benefitted 
from the cycle-touring holidays run by Rev John Clifford during their 
teenage years.  After retiring from work, Clive became a member of the 
church Management Committee, culminating in a year as chairman.  He is 
succeeded by all three girls, and son Jamie.

Janet Briggs

Clive Briggs died on 9th February 2022, 
aged eighty-eight.  Professionally he was an 
Electrical Engineer, and had been Electrical 
Manager in Fairfield Shipyard, Govan, for 
many years.  The stresses and strains of his 
career (which spanned the upheavals and 
unrest of the Unions’ Sit-In in that yard) 
precipitated a slightly early retirement in 
1996.  Clive loved life.  He threw himself 
into his work, and had many other interests.

CLIVE BRIGGS

It would be nice 
to have a pic of 

Clive here. 
Can you send me 

one?
L
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The Canary

A canary lived in a gilded cage
In the window of the mean terrace house
Lowest member of the family,
The bird sat in the sun and sang.
 
On the windowsill the last tomatoes
Green fruit of this year’s crop
Ripening in the late autumn sun
Whilst the canary sang
All was well in this gentle world
 
Night Fell.
Cage covered.
Blackout curtains drawn.
Outside was war.
Sirens sound.
Bombs fell.
Guns fired.
A mighty blast.
The house rocked
The window shook.
Tomatoes flew,
Bounced around the floor
 
As morning came peace returned,
Fruit collected and replaced.
The curtains opened on a new day
The sun still shone in the undamaged window
The gilded cage was uncovered
But the canary lay dead on the floor,
Feet in the air.
The singing stopped in all our hearts.
 
A magnificent achievement
For the powerful Reich and its war machine
For us just a song stilled
A pleasure removed
Another innocent victim of war
Silenced.
 
Clive Briggs
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A Memory of Clive
Clive will be missed by everyone in our GUC family. 
I remember him with real fondness - always a 
cheery face at Sunday morning services.

Years ago, when I was Editor of the Unitarian Earth 
Spirit Network - I depended of contributions from our 
members to fill our ‘File’ (newsletter). Clive often 
sent poems and articles which expressed his deep 
love of the natural world. I tried in vain to track some 
of them down to share with you.

My sincere sympathy goes out to Janet, Ali and all 
his family.                                           Lyanne Mitchell
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For the rest of the fortnight they went to the clinic at 10:00 every day, Margaret 
got some work done, and Phinos had a well-enjoyed holiday with family.  As 
they said goodbye to the Superintendent Margaret asked about the reliability 
of the course of treatment.  She was told they could not claim 100% but had 
not yet lost a patient through relapse — in any case, they had been prompt 
and regular in their injections.  If the original woulds flared up again they 
should immediately return to the clinic.  

There were no further problems and by 1972 when Margaret was assembling 
materials for her book A dream come true — the story of Kharang, Phinos 
was a mother with a three year old son.  Thanks to a French doctor named 
Pasteur.

The next morning they were up and out a dawn, Phinos carrying her 
typewriter and Margaret carrying writing materials, letters, and a few clothes.  
This time, after walking the 11 miles to a proper road, they got a lift on a 
potato truck for the rest of the journey, so arrived before the clinic closed.

After a quick breakfast they walked the 16 rough miles in record time and got to 
the Pasteur Institute shortly after 11:00.  The Superintendent took a grave view 
of the situation and said that they must certainly have the necessary injections 
for fourteen consecutive days.  When Margaret asked if she could have the 
serum to take back to Kharang because staff at the Kharang Centre were 
experienced in giving injections, she was told no, the serum had to be kept in a 
refrigerator — they would have to appear at the hospital every day, there being 
no fridge in the village. The clinic closed daily at noon so they were just in time 
for their first doses.  

Margaret convinced the doctor against his better judgment that she needed to 
go back to Kharang for working materials so she didn’t lose two weeks’ work.  
He told her that if they arrived back after noon the next day that she should get 
the porter to call him and he would administer the medication but on no account 
should she miss a daily injection!

After a hurried visit to Phinos’ aunt at one end of Shillong and Margaret’s friends 
at the other, accommodation was arranged for the next fortnight.  They set off 
immediately for Kharang and arrived home at nightfall.  

This describes an incident from Margaret Barr’s life in the Khasi Hills 
to illustrate the conditions she endured while living there.

Supplement to Barbara Clifford’s Sermon - Feb 13th

In 1960, while Margaret Barr was living in 
Kharang, a village some 16 miles from 
Shillong, there was a rabies epidemic in the 
district.  As her dog had died a couple years 
earlier, she was not anxious.  But her cat 
came in one night dragging a leg and looking 
weak and ill.  While holding her up on her 
knee to try to coax her to take some warm 
milk, the cat suddenly snarled and dug her 
teeth into her hand.  As her 16 year old foster 
daughter, Phinos, tried to get the cat off 
Margaret, she was also bitten.  The cat then 
ran away into the night, never to be seen 
again.
She cleaned their wounds, sent the foster 
daughter to bed, and then got her Home 
Medicine Manual to look up ‘rabies’.  It 
confirmed that while dogs are the most 
common victims, other animals including cats 
can get rabies.  

During the night, with their wounded hands throbbing, she told Phinos that they 
would have to leave very early in the morning to go to the doctor in Shillong.  
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Recurring dreams are dreams that repeat 
more than once. They often have themes 
such as confrontations, being chased, or 
falling. We can have neutral recurring 
dreams or recurring nightmares.

Most recurring dreams are assumed to 
reveal the presence of unresolved conflict 
or stress in the dreamer's life. Recurrent 
dreams are often accompanied by negative 
dream content, that is associated with 
lower psychological well-being. 

1 Falling, 53.5 percent of people have 
this recurring dream. ...

2 Being chased, 50.9 percent. ...
3 Being back in school, 37.9 percent. ...
4 Being unprepared for a test or 

important event, 34 percent. ...
5 Flying, 32.6 percent.

To stop these recurring dreams we have 
to work out what the nightmare means. 
We first need to find the root of our 
problem. Think about what is stressing 
us out or upsetting us in our life at the 
moment. We may even have to dig deep 
into our past to figure out if there are 
traumas that we have yet to deal with 
head on. 

Next, we need to record every detail of 
our recurring dream. This will help us 
b reak down what needs to be  
addressed. After we complete that task 
we then need to start connecting the 
dots .... and soon we will realise that 
problems we have in our life will be 
hinted at in our dreams. 

Here are 5 samples of common recurring 
dreams :- After we have worked out the 

p rob lem we mus t wo rk to 
overcome it . Whether i t be 
relationship issues, work stress or 
someth ing e lse - once we 
overcome th is problem our 
recurring dream should go away.
This advice from the ‘Academy of 
Sleep and Wellness’ appears to 
me to over simplify a very complex 
issue. 

Freud believed that recurrent 
t r a u m a t i c d r e a m s s h o w e d 
expressions of neurotic repetitive 
compulsions. Jung believed that 
recurrent dreams played an 
important role in the integration of 
the psyche.

Do you have a recurring dream? 
I was told that we should never 
ignore a recurring dream because 
our subconscious is urgently trying 
t o t e l l u s s o m e t h i n g v e r y 
important.

I just want to understand why I 
often dream that I have forgotten 
to feed my cat! ( I don’t have a 
cat.) Any ideas?

Lyanne Mitchell

RECURRING DREAMS
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• What does it mean to be alive?
• Is there any purpose to it?
• What happens when life ends?
• “What’s God got to do with it?”

The book is LESS INCOMPLETE – a guide to experiencing the human 
condition beyond the physical body, written by Sandie Gustus.  It was first 
published by O-Books in 2011.  I must have bought it after a talk at the 
Glasgow Psychical Research Society, and skimmed it cursorily.  It isn’t an 
easy read, being full of carefully long words, but I have time…  Sandie Gustus 
has been a volunteer and instructor at the International Academy of 
Consciousness in London since 2003.

We are more or less familiar with our Physical body, and we know that it has 
consciousness.  We also have an Energy body, which is slightly larger.  We 
were shown this by Penny Quest at an Earth Spirit meeting at Hucklow some 
years ago.  I can demonstrate it with divining rods, and no doubt it can be 
done with a pendulum too.  The proximity of energy bodies can be a source of 
comfort to us.  We can see this in some animals, too.  Apparently, we also 
have an Astral body which may leave the physical one when we are asleep.  
It may simply be sleeping too, slightly above the physical one, or it can wake 
up and wander farther afield, observing and learning as it goes, but still firmly 
attached by the Silver Cord.  Any slight disturbance to the physical body 
brings it hastily back.  You may recall the sensation of waking up from a fall.  

The astral body carries our consciousness, and Gustus outlines the exercises 
and discipline needed to be able to access it.  She also recommends, with a 
comprehensive bibliography, that we read the works of Waldo Viera, a 
Brazilian, first published in 1997.   When the physical body is no longer viable, 
the silver cord is broken and the consciousness migrates, to wait for a new 
life.

A new baby is born with no recollections, and must slowly learn to get by in its 
new environment.  I was interested to read that adult mental maturity is not 
considered to be reached until the age of around thirty-five.

ANSWERS
When I decided to join this Unitarian 
church, over fifty years ago, I was looking 
for two things, fellowship and answers.  The 
first was freely offered, by the interim 
American Minister, Rev Clark Olsen and his 
family, and by every other long-term 
member.  The second have been a lifelong 
quest.  Over the last few socially-distanced 
days, I have read a book which upholds a 
framework of answers to my questions;
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Reincarnation demands Karma – awareness that actions have consequences. 
This applies to ourselves, and to others, at the time and in our legacy.  

“Bearing in mind that we are multi-dimensional, multi-serial consciousnesses, 
the karmic consequences of our actions, decisions, choices, thoughts, ethics 
and intentions are sometimes not apparent in this life, but only reach fruition in 
future physical lives and intermissive periods, and determine to some degree, 
the location, the amount of time spent in each dimension, the company we 
keep both physically and extra-physically, and the amount of freedom we
experience, among other things.”

Ethics are the unwritten rules to help us to live amicably together, but they do 
not protect us from ‘falling short’ of our best selves in many, many ways.  

Astral travelling may allow us to learn more, and become more Cosmo-ethical.  
Yes, there is a purpose to life, and it is growing understanding and 
improvement.  All life forms participate to the extent that they can, in this 
endeavour.  Thus, we are all interdependent.  

Membership of any Society that helps and encourages us to be our best 
selves is ‘a good thing’.  For Sandie Gustus, this includes places of learning 
and almost all religions.

All my adult life, I have tried to find answers to the questions I proposed.  I do 
not claim to be specially learned or proficient.  I am not psychic (or if I am, I 
don’t know it).  I have shared with you an account of my encounter with my 
deceased father, and fourth daughter in 1970.  I confess to being lazy and 
timid to attempt to learn conscious astral travel. 

Perhaps you have experiences to share, or places to visit, or books to read.  
We are all in this together, and would be keenly interested in your contribution.

J Briggs
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The true definition of telepathy is 
when two people are able to send and 
receive thoughts with their mind.  The 
jury's still out on whether sibling 
telepathy is real or just one giant 
coincidence, but one thing is clear — 
siblings (especially twins) have a 
connection like no other.

Do you believe in 
Telepathy?

One of the benefits of being a member 
of the News&Views production team, is 
that I get to read my colleagues’ 
contributions before they appear in our 
newsletter! Janet’s article about Astral 
Travelling set me thinking.....

I firmly believe that people can receive 
thoughts from one another - not only 
twins and siblings but also close 
relatives and friends.

I would like to share an experience I 
had with my mother a number of years 
ago. She and my father were going 
through a challenging time. Both were 
having serious health issues and had 
decided to live in a nursing home. 
Their needs required separate nursing 
care, so they were allocated their own 
rooms. 

My dad was greatly enjoying all the 
social activities offered by the Home -
Mum was not so keen and on a visit , 
she confessed how unhappy she was
as the social programme was really 
not her ‘cup of tea’.

Next day, I was out walking our 
spaniel in the park, thinking deeply 
about her situation. Suddenly, the 
solution came to me - I was going to 
suggest to her on my next visit, that 
she should encourage Dad to  join in 
with everything he enjoyed, while she 

should make the most of her private 
space to  read the books she had never 
got round to  reading; listen to her 
favourite music; write letters and articles 
etc etc. This would allow them, in their 
own individual ways, to get the most out 
of their situation. 

I rehearsed how I was going to put this 
over to Mum, using our spaniel Tanya as 
my ‘sounding board’ (!)

As I was opening our front door on my 
return, the phone was ringing. It was 
Mum - sounding excited and enthusiastic. 
“Lyanne! I know what I need to do.....” 
and she proceeded to tell me - word for 
word , what I had rehearsed to tell her on 
my next visit.

It was uncanny. I have no doubt that the 
same idea had passed between us at the 
same time - either from me to her, or her 
to me. Every part of the message was 
identical.  The choice of words were from 
the same script. I was convinced that this 
was an example of telepathy.

Pe rhaps you w i l l f ee l t h i s was 
unremarkable between mother and 
daughter?  I found it amazing....( and 
when the idea was put into practice, both 
of my parents became much happier.) 

We would love to hear from you. Have   
you had what you believe was a 
telepathic experience?

Lyanne Mitchell


